
PANNIER FRAMES
To fit the Kriega OS-32 the bike MUST have pannier frames fitted. These are model specific, available as 
accessories from bike manufacturers or other after market suppliers. including: Touratech, SW-Motech, 
Hepco & Becker, Givi, Rallyraid Products, Shift Manufacturing and Metal Mule.

OS-32 SOFT PANNIER FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

There are 2 options to fit the OS-32 pannier bags to the bike:

1. Traditional ‘over the seat’ saddlebag
format, using OS-STRAPS*

RALLYRAID PRODUCTS - KTM 690 SW-MOTECH - HONDA AFRICA TWIN SHIFT MANUFACTURING -  HUSQVARNA 701
(OS-STRAPS FITTING ONLY)

2. Fixing an OS-PLATFORM* to the frame
and mounting the OS-32 to the
platform.

* Sold separately

https://www.motorcycleid.com/kriega/


OS-STRAPS (sold separately)

Attach the OS-STRAPS to the rear buckle loops on each OS-32 as follows:

Adjust strap length to suit bike width.

IMPORTANT
Once the bags are mounted across the seat, the OS-32 
straps must wrap around the bottom rail of the pannier frame 
to hold it firmly in position. (see back page)



PLATFORM FITTING
A. Standard hoop pannier frames with 16mm up to 20mm tubes.
The OS-PLATFORM is designed with various clamp mounting holes. 5 clamps are included with the OS-PLATFORM,
select 3 mounting positions at the top and 2 at the base. The mounting postion illustrated below is a guide, you may need
to use the alternative mounting holes depending on the frame design.
NOTE: For tubes 18mm diameter and below, foam spacers are included to be placed between the clamps and the tube.

B. SW-Motech® Evo Carrier
Fitting hardware is supplied with each OS-PLATFORM, attach to the Evo Carrier using the 5 sets of fixings
as illustrated below.

OS-PLATFORM (sold separately)

Available with 2 fitting options to suit either :
The standard hoop pannier frames with 16mm up to 20mm tubes A. or SW-Motech® Evo Carrier B.

NOTE:
USE A SEMI-PERMANENT THREAD-LOCK 
ON ALL FASTENINGS. 

FITTING KIT

CLAMP POSITION
GUIDE

SPACER LOCATION



1. Pass the top straps and alloy buckles through the slots on the OS-PLATFORM and ‘click’ them
into position. This will hold the weight of the pack while you pass the bottom straps through the
slots at the base of the OS-PLATFORM.

2. Connect the top and bottom strap hooks.

3. Pull the strap upwards to remove any slack from underneath the bag. Then pull the strap through the cam
buckle to fully tighten and lock-off the web by pushing the cam lever down.

4. Push the remaining strap down inside the front of the pack. ( folding it in two makes this easier)

FITTING OS-32 TO THE OS-PLATFORM 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
The white liner can be easily removed for cleaning. 
Both the liner and the main pack can be hand washed in warm 
water with mild soap. 
CAUTION: detergents will damage the waterproof fabric coatings. 
DO NOT tumble-dry or place on direct sources of heat.

1. 2.

3. 4.

Find out more about luggage systems & saddlebags we have.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/luggage-systems-saddlebags.html

